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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Primary Findings:- HIE intensity estimate values are within expected range of NHC Best Track data for the one case examined- Validation was done successfully and found the HIE estimates to be within MRD Accuracy and Precision requirements during the validation period- Initial problems identified with algorithm seem to have been corrected, although Mode-3/Mode-4 switching issue remains untested- No data errors were observed in output netCDF files during test case period- Additional storms will be evaluated during the current tropical cyclone season to further assess algorithm performance and identify any new issues- Two PLPTs were not executed due to the lack of Mode 4 data (Recall - NWS is already using Mode 3 imagery in a pseudo-operational manner, especially for major storms such as Irma)- There is risk HIE may break under the occurrence of multiple storms because this has not yet been tested.  - Look at reprocessing the very busy portion of the season and running validation using the DE Algorithm Test Toolkit.  Wait until the end of the hurricane season to see how many more storms have occurred and used for HIE validation.  GSP may not be able to facilitate reprocessing until the GOES-S launch freeze.  - Run tests of bulletins for CPHC and JTWC.  Single Storm Comments:  Irma was only storm where full-storm data was available from the GS.  There is obvious risk in working from just a single storm for any algorithm, but especially for HIE because there are known biases associated with algorithms' ability to handle certain challenging characteristics of storms - shear situations, terrain.  However, the Irma case did encounter some terrain with Cuba and the Florida coast.  It also experienced a wide range of intensities.  As far as single storms go, Irma was a rather good candidate to base this validation on.  Storms without Bulletins:  HIE, like all other derived hurricane applications, has a dependency on bulletins being issued.  In the event a bulletin is not issued (e.g. a rare southern Atlantic storm), HIE will not produce products.  Look ahead to Provisional:  Looking ahead, need to execute a at least two hours of Mode 4 production to validate the remaining PLPTs.  The eventual running of Mode 6 will need to first have a validation of HIE using real TCs as opposed to test data.  
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The Board thanks Chris Velden and Tim Olander for their well assembled briefing.  Despite the lack of validation for more storms and incomplete Mode 4 PLPTs, the algorithm has proven its performance meets requirement specifications.  Although only one storm was used in the validation, it did include results for every 30 minutes over a multi-day period which is a substantial test size for the validation.  Furthermore, Irma was an especially good storm due to its varied intensity levels and multiple contacts with varied terrain.  HIE has met the Beta maturity criteria and is approved as Beta Validation Maturity.  Actions:- Look at reprocessing the very busy portion of the season and running validation using the DE Algorithm Test Toolkit.  Wait until the end of the hurricane season to see how many more storms have occurred and used for HIE validation.  GSP may not be able to facilitate reprocessing until the GOES-S launch freeze.  - Run tests of bulletins for CPHC and JTWC.  - For Provisional, the board would like to see the team present results compared against specifications in the form of data plots.  - The eventual running of Mode 6 will need to first have a validation of HIE using real TCs as opposed to test data.  - Coordinate with PRO's Liz Kline and Jon Fulbright to request a Mode 4 for at least two hours of a TC.  This will fulfill the criteria for the two remaining PLTs which are based on Mode 4 data availability.  
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